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About This Game

This game is about how in good weather you can please under the torrential rain and even surrounded by many hungry zombies,
special forces soldiers and mechanical turrets. Help the character to break through the waves of opponents using a wide arsenal
of small arms and mortar weapons. Collect improvements, improve your character skills and dive into the portals leading to the
next brawl. The game in the genre of top-down shooter with simple gameplay and numerous levels. At the end, of course, the

boss is waiting for you, but the question is whether you will reach him unharmed.
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it's too rainy day

Imagine, if you will, that you are walking outside on a rainy day, and some smooth "rainy day music" is accompanying you.
Along your journey you also notice that you have a loaded gun, and for some inexplicable reason, you must shoot and kill the
various mobs of people who are casually walking in your direction. There are also missiles flying through the air, but it doesn't
seem to matter, because you have at your disposal the most powerful weapon mankind has to offer: the "rainy day music" that
plays endlessly in your head.
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